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Abstract 

The basic objective of this paper is to introduce and investigate the properties of few 

-sNg separation in nano topological spaces and studied some of its relation between the 

existing sets. 

1. Introduction 

In 1970, Levine [1] introduced the concept of generalized closed sets in 

topological spaces. The notion of Nano topology was introduced by Lellis 

Thivagar [2] which was defined in terms of approximations and boundary 

region of a subset of a universe using an equivalence relation on it and also 

defined Nano closed sets, Nano-interior and Nano-closure of a set. Sakthivel 

and Devaki introduced nano generalized -s closed sets in nano topological 

spaces. The basic definitions are recalled from the following papers [1], [2], 

[3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. 

2. Separation Axioms 

In this section, we introduce and study weak separation axioms such as 

10 -,- TsNgTsNg   and 2-TsNg  spaces and obtain some of their properties. 
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Definition 2.1. A nano topological space U is said to be 0-TsNg  space if 

for each pair of distinct points x and y of U, there exists a -sNg open set 

containing one point but not the other. 

Theorem 2.2. A nano topological space U is a 0-TsNg  space if and only 

if sNg  closures of distinct points are distinct. 

Proof. Let x and y be distinct points of U. Since U is 0-TsNg  space, 

there exists a -sNg open set G such that Gx   and .Gy   Consequently, 

GU   is a -sNg closed set containing y but not x. But  ysNg cl  is the 

intersection of all -sNg closed sets containing y. Hence  ysNgy cl  but 

 ysNgx cl  as .GUx   Therefore,    .clcl ysNgxsNg   

Conversely, let    ysNgxsNg clcl   for .yx   Then there exists at 

least one point Uz   such that  xsNgz cl  but  .cl ysNgz   We claim 

 ,cl ysNgx   because if  ysNgx cl  then    ysNgx cl  implies 

   .clcl ysNgxsNg   So  ysNgz cl  which is a contradiction. Hence 

 .cl ysNgx   which implies  ,cl ysNgUx   which is a -sNg open set 

containing x but not y. Hence U is 0- TsNg  space. 

Theorem 2.3. If VUf :  is a bijection strongly -sNg open and U is 

0- TsNg  space, then V is also 0- TsNg  space. 

Proof. Let 1y  and 2y  be two distinct points of V. Since f is bijective there 

exist distinct points 1x  and 2x  of U such that 0- TsNg  and   11 yxf   and 

  .22 yxf   Since U is 0- TsNg  space there exists a -sNg open set G such 

that Gx 1  and .2 Gx   

Therefore    Gfxfy  11  and    .22 Gfxfy   Since f being 

strongly -sNg open function,  Gf  is -sNg open in V. Thus, there exists a 

-sNg open set  Gf  in V such that  Gfy 1  and  .2 Gfy   Therefore V is 

0- TsNg  space. 

Definition 2.4. A nano topological space U is said to be 1- TsNg  space if 

for any pair of distinct points x and y, there exist a -sNg open sets G and H 

such that GyGx  ,  and ., HyHx   
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Theorem 2.5. A nano topological space U is 1- TsNg  space if and only if 

singletons are -sNg closed sets. 

Proof. Let U be a 1- TsNg  space and .Kx   Let  .xKy   Then for 

,yx   there exists -sNg open set yK  such that yKy   and .yKx   

Consequently,  .xUKy y   That is      ,: gxKyKfxU y   

which is -sNg open set. Hence  x  is -sNg closed set. 

Conversely, suppose  x  is -sNg closed set for every .Ux   Let x and 

Uy   with .yx   Now yx   implies  .xKy   Hence  xK   is 

-sNg open set containing y but not x. Similarly,  yK   is -sNg open set 

containing x but not y. Therefore U is 1- TsNg  space. 

Theorem 2.6. The property being 1- TsNg  space is preserved under 

bijection and strongly -sNg open function. 

Proof. Let VUf ,:  be bijective and strongly -sNg open function. Let U 

be a 1- TsNg  space and 21 , yy  be any two distinct points of V. Since f is 

bijective there exist distinct points 21 , xx  of U such that  11 xfy   and 

 .22 xfy   Now U being a 1- TsNg  space, there exist -sNg open sets G and 

H such that GxGx  21 ,  and ., 21 HxHx   Therefore 

   Gfxfy  11  but    Gfxfy  22  and    Hfxfy  22  and 

   .11 Hfxfy   Now f being strongly -sNg open,  Gf  and  Hf  are 

-sNg open subsets of V such that  Gfy 1  but  Gfy 2  and  Hfy 2  

and  .1 Hfy   Hence V is 1- TsNg  space. 

Theorem 2.7. Let VUf :  be bijective and -sNg open function. If U 

is 1- TsNg  and sTNg  space, then V is 1- TsNg  space. 

Proof. Let 21 , yy  be any two distinct points of V. Since f is bijective there 

exist distinct points 21 , xx  of U such that  11 xfy   and  22 xfy   Now U 

being a 1- TsNg  space, there exist -sNg open sets G and H such that 

GxGx  21 ,  and ., 21 HxHx   Therefore    Gfxfy  11  but 

   Gfxfy  22  and    Hfxfy  22  and    .11 Hfxfy   Now U is 
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-sNg space which implies G and H are nano open sets in U and f is 

-sNg open function,  Gf  and  Hf  are -sNg open subsets of V. Thus there 

exist -sNg open sets such that  Gfy 1  but  Gfy 2  and  Hfy 2  and 

 .1 Hfy   Hence V is 1- TsNg  space. 

Theorem 2.8. If VUf :  is -sNg continuous injection and V is 1NT  

then U is 1- TsNg  space. 

Proof. Let VUf :  be -sNg continuous injection and V be .1NT  For 

any two distinct points 21 , xx  of U there exist distinct points 21 , yy  of V 

such that  11 xfy   and  .22 xfy   Since V is 1NT  space there exist nano 

open sets G and H in V such that GyGy  21 ,  and ., 21 HyHy   That 

is    HfxGfx 1
1

1
1 ,    and    ., 1

2
1

2 GfxHfx    Since f is 

-sNg continuous    HfGf 11 ,   are -sNg open sets in U. Thus, for two 

distinct points 21 , xx  of U there exist -sNg open sets  Gf 1  and  Hf 1  

such that    HfxGfx 1
1

1
1 ,    and    ., 1

2
1

2 GfxHfx    Therefore 

U is 1- TsNg  space. 

Theorem 2.9. If VUf :  is -sNg irresolute injective function and V 

is 1sTNg  space then U is 1- TsNg  space. 

Proof. Let 21 , xx  be pair of distinct points in U. Since f is injective there 

exist distinct points 21 , yy  of V such that  11 xfy   and  .22 xfy   Since V 

is 1- TsNg  space there exist -sNg open sets G and Y in V such that 

GyGy  21 ,  and ., 21 HyHy   That is    HfxGfx 1
1

1
1 ,    and 

   ., 1
1

1
2 GfxHfx    Since f is -sNg irresolute    HfGf 11 ,   are 

-sNg open sets in U. Thus, for two distinct points 21 , xx  of U there exist 

-sNg open sets  Gf 1  and  Hf 1  such that    HfxGfx 1
1

1
1 ,    and 

   ., 1
2

1
2 GfxHfx    Therefore U is 1- TsNg  space. 

Definition 2.10. A nano topological space U is said to be 2- TsNg  space 

if for any pair of distinct points x and y, there exist disjoint -sNg open sets G 

and H such that Gx   and .Hy   
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Theorem 2.11. If VUf :  is -sNg continuous injection and V is 2NT  

then U is 2- TsNg  space. 

Proof. Let VUf :  be -sNg continuous injection and V be .2NT  For 

any two distinct points 21 , xx  of U there exist distinct points 21 , yy  of V 

such that  11 xfy   and  .22 xfy   Since V is 2NT  space there exist 

disjoint nano open sets G and H in V such that Gy 1  and .2 Hy   That is 

 Gfx 1
1

  and  .1
2 Hfx   Since f is -sNg continuous    HfGf 11 ,   

are -sNg open sets in U. Further f is injective,      HGfHfGf 111    

  .001  f  Thus, for two disjoint points 21 , xx  of U there exist disjoint 

-sNg open sets  Gf 1  and  Hf 1  such that  Gfx 1
1

  and  .1
2 Hfx   

Therefore U is 2-TsNg  space. 

Theorem 2.12. If VUf :  is -sNg irresolute injective function and V 

is 2-TsNg  space then U is 2-TsNg  space. 

Proof. Let 21 , xx  be pair of distinct points in U. Since f is injective there 

exist distinct points 21 , yy  of V such that  11 xfy   and  .22 xfy   Since V 

is 2-TsNg  space there exist disjoint -sNg open sets G and H in V such that 

Gy 1  and .2 Hy   That is  Gfx 1
1

  and  .1
2 Hfx   Since f is 

-sNg irresolute injective    HfGf 11 ,   are distinct -sNg open sets in U. 

Thus, for two disjoint points 21 , xx  of U there exist disjoint -sNg open sets 

 Gf 1  and  Hf 1  such that  Gfx 1
1

  and  .1
2 Hfx   Therefore U is 

2-TsNg  space. 

Definition 2.13. A nano topological space U is called 4- 3TN  if every 

-sNg closed set in it is -N closed. 

Theorem 2.14. For a nano topological space U, if U is a 4- 3TN  space, 

then every nano singleton set  x  is -N open or -N closed. 

Proof. Suppose U is a 4- 3TN  space. If  x  is not -N closed, then 

 xU   is not -N open. Then the only -N open set containing  xU   is U. 
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Therefore  xU   is -sNg closed set of U. Since U is a 4- 3TN  space, 

 xU   is -N closed, which implies  x  is -N open. 

Theorem 2.15. Every 4- 3TN  space is 43TN  space. 

Proof. Follows from the fact that every -gN closed set is -sNg closed 

set. 

Definition 2.16. A subset A of U is -N nowhere dense if 

   .0Nint ANcl  

Lemma 2.17. For a nano topological space U the following are valid 

(1) Every nano singleton set is -N pre closed or -N open in U. 

(2) Every nano singleton set is -N nowhere dense or -N pre open in U. 

Theorem 2.18. For a nano topological space the following are equivalent 

U is 4- 3TN  space. 

(1) Every -N pre closed singleton set of U is -N closed. 

(2) Every non -N open singleton set of U is -N closed. 

Proof (i)  (ii) Let Ux   and  x  be -N pre closed in U. By above 

lemma,  x  is not -N open and hence by theorem 2.3.2,  x  is -N closed. (ii) 

 (i) If  x  is not -N open for some ,Ux   then by lemma 2.3.5, it is -N pre 

closed and by (ii) it is -N closed. Hence U is 4- 3TN  space. 

(ii)  (iii) If  x  is not -N open for some ,Ux   by lemma 2.3.5,  x  is 

-N pre closed and by (ii), it is -N closed. 

(iii)  (ii) Let  x  be -N pre closed in  .x  By lemma 2.3.5,  x  is not 

-N open and hence by (iii), it is -N closed. 

Definition 2.19. A nano topological space U is called 21-TN  space if 

every -sNg closed set in it is nano semi closed. 

Theorem 2.20. For a nano topological space U the following conditions 

are equivalent 
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(1) U is 21-TN  space. 

(2) Every nano singleton set is either -N closed or nano semi open. 

Proof (i)  (ii). If  x  is not -N closed, then  xU   is not -N open. 

Then the only -N open set containing  xU   is U. Therefore  xU   is 

-sNg closed set in U. By (i),  xU   is nano semi closed, which implies  x  is 

nano semi open. 

(ii)  (i) Let UA   be -sNg closed set and  .ANSclx   Then consider 

the following cases 

Case (1). Let  x  be -N open. Since  ,ANSclx   then 

    .0ANSclx   This implies .Ax   

Case (2): Let  x  be -N closed. Assume that ,Ax   then 

  ,AANSclx   which implies     .AANSclx   This is not possible 

according to Theorem 2.2.9. This shows that, .Ax   

So in both cases,   .AANScl   Since the reverse inclusion is trivial, 

implies   .AANScl   Therefore A is nano semi closed. 

Theorem 2.21. Every 21-TsNg  space is 21-TsNg  space. 

Proof. Let U be a 43-TN  space. Then by Theorem 2.3.2, every nano 

singleton set of U is -N open or -N closed. But every -N open set is nano 

semi open set. Thus every nano singleton set of U is nano semi open or 

-N closed. By Theorem 2.3.8, U is 21-TsNg  space. 

Theorem 2.22. Every 21-TsNg  space is nano semi 21-T  space. 

Proof. Let A be -Nsg closed subset of U. Since every -Nsg closed set is 

-sNg closed and U is 21-TsNg  space, implies A is nano semi closed. Hence 

U is nano semi .- 21T  

Theorem 2.23. For any nano topological space U 

(1)    .UsONgUNSO   
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(2) A space U is 21-TN  space if and only if    .UsONgUNSO   

Proof. (i) if U is nano semi open, then AU   is nano semi closed. So 

AU   is -sNg closed, this implies A is -sNg open. Hence 

   .UsONgUSO   (ii) Let A be a 21-TsNg  space and  .UsONgA   

Then AU   is -sNg closed set. By hypothesis, AU   is nano semi closed 

and hence  .USOA   Therefore    .UNSOUsONg   By (i), 

   .UsONgCUNSO   Therefore    .UsONgUNSO   

Conversely, let    UsONgUNSO   and A be a -sNg closed set. Then 

AU   is -sNg open. Hence AU   is nano semi open, which implies A is 

nano semi closed. Thus every -sNg closed set is nano semi closed. Therefore 

U is -- 21TsNg space. 

Lemma 2.24. For a space U the following are equivalent 

(1) Every -N pre open singleton set is -N closed. 

(2) Every nano singleton set is -N nowhere dense or -N closed. 

Proof (i)  (ii). By Lemma 2.3.5, every nano singleton set is either 

-N nowhere dense or -N pre open. In the first case we are done and in the 

second case -N closedness follows from the assumption. 

(ii)  (i) Let  x  be -N pre open. Assume that  x  is not -N closed. 

Then by (ii), it is -N nowhere dense. Thus      ,0int  xclNNx  which 

is not possible. Hence  x  is -N closed. 

Theorem 2.25. For a space U the following are equivalent 

(1) U is 1-TN  space. 

(2) U is 43-TN  space and every singleton set is -N nowhere dense or 

-N closed. 

(3) U is 43-TN  space and every -N pre open singleton set is -N closed. 

Proof (i)  (ii). Obvious. 
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(ii)  (i) If nano singleton set is not -N closed, then it must be -N open, 

since U is -- 43TN space. But nano singleton set is -N open if and only if it 

is nano regular open, which implies singleton set is nano regular open. 

Moreover, by rest of assumption U is -N nowhere dense at the same time, U 

must be -- 1TN space. (ii)  (iii) Follows from Lemma 2.3.15. 
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